April 23, 2020
Forged in fire
WHOI’s response team recalls its resilience amid the Deepwater Horizon crisis

Offshore Wind Challenge
WHOI joins effort to accelerate marine life protection technology

Imagining home
MOSAiC project scientist’s stay in the Arctic extended by coronavirus

Penning twilight zone policy
Aria Ritz Finkelstein crafts marine strategies to preserve the ocean’s middle layer

Ocean at Home
Your one-stop-shop for livestream events, activities and more

Ocean Encounters: exploring inner and outer space
Join a NASA astronaut and WHOI scientists for this stellar livestream event, April 29 at 7:30 p.m. EST

WHOI IN THE NEWS

WIRED
The Deepwater Horizon Disaster Fueled a Gulf Science Bonanza

THE NEW YORK TIMES
Katharine, the Great White Shark Who Ghosted Her Trackers, Resurfaces

THE MASHPEE ENTERPRISE
Upper Cape Perspectives On Earth Day Shift Amid A Silent Spring

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER
We study shipwrecks to find overlooked history. With COVID-19, we see it right now

ECO MAGAZINE
Study Finds New Source of Trace Elements Could Rapidly Change Arctic Ecosystems

UPI
Ocean’s ‘biological pump’ absorbs more carbon than previously estimated
Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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